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Cranbury, New Jersey 08512 

Phone: 609-619-3685 
Fax: 609-619-3686 

Email: sales@keyinternational.com 
Web: www.keyinternational.com 

LOOK TO KEY INTERNATIONAL FOR:  
PROCESSING EQUIPMENT: Capsule Checkweighers - Capsule Fillers - Capsule Polishers - High Shear Mixers & Granulators - Homogenizers - Metal Detectors -  
Rotary Tablet Presses - Tablet & Capsule Inspection - Tablet Coaters - Tablet Dedusters - Tablet Friability Testers - Tablet Hardness Testers - CORA Butterfly Valves 
PACKAGING EQUIPMENT: Blister Packaging - Bottle Cappers - Bottle Fillers - Bottle Inserters - Bottle Unscramblers - Cartoners - Form/Fill/Seal Pouch Fillers -  
Single Dose Pre-formed Plastic Shells - Stick Pack Packaging - Suppository Systems - Tablet & Capsule Counters - Tube Fillers - Key-Lon & Key-Lube 
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KEY-LON & KEY-LUBE 
SPECIAL LUBRICANTS 

KEY-LON is packaged in cases of twelve 
aerosol cans of net weight 12 oz. 

KEY-LUBE is packaged in cases of twelve 
1pt. cans or twelve 14 oz. cartridges. Also 
available in 16 gallon and 55 gallon drums. 

KEY-LON® is a general-purpose dry lubricant for most 

lubrication requirements found in the “clean” industries 
such as food, beverage, pharmaceutical and personal 
care products. KEY-LON is the original proven superior 
dry lubricant in a convenient aerosol container.  
 

KEY-LON is an ultra-micron size powdered “Teflon”® 
combined with a dispersing agent. No additives or 
chemicals have been added that can produce binding 
problems after application. Only the dry lubricant  
remains in place. “Teflon”® fluorocarbon resin has FDA 
status for food applications under Reg. 21 CFR 
177.1550. 

KEY-LUBE® is a general-purpose lubricant available 

for most grease found in the food, beverage,  
pharmaceutical and personal care product industries. 
The aluminum complex thickener provides excellent 
resistance to water washdown.  
 

KEY-LUBE is a heavy duty food grade grease fortified 
with “Teflon”®. It can be used anywhere standard 
greases and oils are used. KEY-LUBE is heat stable up to 
300°F and can withstand high pressure. The “Teflon”® 
particles act as an anti-friction “ball bearing.”  

PACKAGING: 

APPLICATIONS: 
 Pharmaceutical tablet press punches 

 Sliding surfaces on food handling equipment 

 Mold release 

 General dry-film lubrication  

APPLICATIONS: 
 All bearings on food handling equipment 

 Sliding surfaces on food handling equipment 

 All bearing & sliding surfaces that require nearly  
       colorless or white grease 


